. Cleavage of the two types target DNA. These steps occur within a synaptic comof strands at each end occurs in a sequential order; plex comprising two transposon ends and monomers nicking of the transferred strand always precedes nickof IS10 transposase. We report four transposase mutaing of the nontransferred strand (Bolland and Kleckner, tions that individually abolish each of the three chemi-1995). Once double-strand cleavage has occurred at cal steps without affecting the synaptic complex. We both ends of the element, the synaptic complex is capaconclude that a single constellation of residues, the ble of capturing a target DNA via a stable noncovalent "active site," directly catalyzes each of the three steps.
Introduction in transposases and retroviral integrases (reviewed by Grindley and Leschziner, 1995) .
Transposons promote their own insertion into new loca-
The experiments presented here investigate Tn10/ tions via element-encoded transposase proteins. The IS10 transposition with respect to the nature of the acfirst step of transposition is formation of a stable nucleotive site(s) that catalyze the chemical steps and the numprotein complex containing transposase bound to the ber of catalytically important monomers within the syntwo ends of the element. An ordered series of DNA aptic complex. The results presented suggest that all cleavage and joining reactions then occurs within the three chemical steps utilize a common set of critical context of this complex (Surette et al., 1987; Mizuuchi, amino acid residues, referred to here as the "active site." 1992a; Bainton et al., 1993) .
Furthermore, the specific monomers that promote Transposons fall into two general classes according strand transfer have participated previously in DNA to the number of chemical steps required for their transcleavage step(s) and, most probably, within any particuposition. Replicative elements such as bacteriophage lar synaptic complex, two monomers of transposase Mu and HIV retrovirus use a mechanism involving only carry out the entire chemistry of the transposition reactwo phosphoryltransfer reactions: one strand at each tion. A synaptic complex might or might not contain end is nicked, with water as the nucleophile, and the additional transposase monomers that play purely resulting termini are joined to target DNA by a singlestructural roles. Taken together, these and other obserstep trans-esterification reaction with each 3Ј-OH strand vations are most simply interpreted to mean that a single terminus serving as a nucleophile (Engelman et al., 1991;  active site unit within a single monomer of IS10 transpo- Mizuuchi, 1992b) . For Mu, these two chemical reactions sase catalyzes the three chemical steps of Tn10/IS10 are proposed to be carried out by a tetramer of transpotransposition in ordered succession at a single transposase, with two monomers of transposase using the acson end. Existing models for phosphoryltransfer reactive site to catalyze cleavage and two different monotions readily accomodate one, or two successive, phosmers using the same site to catalyze strand transfer phoryltransfer reactions; ways are considered in which (Baker et al., 1993 (Baker et al., , 1994 . such mechanisms might be modified to accomodate Nonreplicative DNA transposons, e.g., Tn10, Tn7, Tc3, three successive steps. and the P element, move about by a double-strand cleavage mechanism (Bender and Kleckner, 1986; Results Kleckner et al., 1995; Bainton et al., 1991; van Luenen et al., 1994; Engels et al., 1990; Kaufman and Rio, 1992) .
Catalysis-Defective Mutants of IS10 Transposase
Residues of IS10 transposase likely to participate di- were identified by analysis of site-directed mutations vitro. The Tn10 transposition reaction can be monitored in a gel retardation assay that uses a short DNA fragment at 18 candidate residues. The corresponding mutant transposases were examined for their activities in vivo containing a Tn10 outside end as substrate Figure 2) . Preliminary characterization revealed and in vitro (Table 1) .
Codons were selected for analysis either because four mutant transposases that satisfy the first criterion for a protein specifically defective in catalysis: DA97, they specify acidic residues (D or E), which could be expected to be involved in catalysis (Kulkosky et al., DA161, RA288, and EA292 form synaptic complexes normally but do not undergo double-strand cleavage 1992; Engelman and Craigie, 1992; Baker and Luo, 1994) , or because they occur in one of three regions (Table 1 ; below). The remaining mutants appear not to be defective in catalysis per se. One mutant, KA299, conserved among several transposases (Rezsö hazy et al., 1993;  Figure 1 ), or for both reasons. Each mutated forms synaptic complex and is proficient for cleavage, but is defective in strand transfer due to a defect in target transposase was quantitated for in vivo activity by a lacZ papillation assay (Huisman and Kleckner, 1987) .
capture. Three other transposases (DA145, DA191, and EQ367) show reduced formation of synaptic complex. Five transposases, mutant at highly conserved residues DA97, DA161, RA288, EA292, and KA299 (Figure 1 ), exhibited no observable activity (<0.2% of wild type). Changes at two other positions conferred low, but deIn Vitro Analysis of Catalysis-Defective Mutant Transposases tectable levels of activity (1%-3% of wild type): DA191 and EQ367. The remaining eleven mutations had little Each of the four putative catalysis-defective mutant transposases behave identically in detailed in vitro analor no effect on in vivo activity (>10% of wild type).
Mutant transposases showing low or zero activity in ysis (Table 1) . Parallel analysis of EA292 transposase and wild-type transposase is presented below. vivo were purified and their activities characterized in Three regions of limited sequence similarity are indicated. Sequences for IS3 and MuA are from Baker and Luo (1994) . HIV-1 sequence is from Engelman and Craigie (1992) . Sequences for IS10, IS4, and IS231 are from Rezsö hazy et al. (1993) , except for the N-terminal region, which were obtained from GenBank. In HIV integrase and MuA transposase, the shadowed DDE residues are reported to be involved in catalysis (Engelman and Craigie, 1992; Baker and Luo, 1994) . Residues that have been mutated in IS10 transposase are indicated at the bottom. DA97, DA161, NK283, SA286, RA288, EA292, and KA299 were obtained by site-specific mutagenesis (this work). RH102, AV162, GD163, PS167, YF285, and MI289 were recovered in the screening for SOS ϩ Tnsp Ϫ mutants (Haniford et al., 1989) . AV162 and MI289 were also identified as hypernicking mutants in Bolland and Kleckner (1995) . Mutants with weak defects show >10% of the wild-type in vivo activity. end break (DEB) complexes, which are the end point of the reaction if target DNA is absent ( Figure 3A ). Doublestrand cleavages can also be monitored via the 49 bp fragment of flanking DNA released from the complex by the double-strand cut. If cleavage is initiated by addition of Mn 2ϩ instead of Mg 2ϩ , a large proportion of the complexes undergo double-strand cleavage at only one end and are found in the corresponding single end break (SEB) complex band ( Figure 3A) . EA292 transposasemediated complexes, in contrast, remain as PECs, even 8 hr after the addition of Mg 2ϩ or Mn 2ϩ (0.5 or 5 mM, Figure 3A ; 10 and 20 mM gave similar results) and no flanking DNA is released from the complex.
Nicking of the Transferred Strand
We considered the possibility that EA292 transposase might be proficient for transferred-strand cleavage but defective in second strand cleavage; such mutations have been described previously (Bolland and Kleckner, 1995) . Nicking is assayed by eluting PECs from a native gel, removing proteins with phenol, and rerunning the DNA in a denaturing gel. Transferred-strand nicks yield Since cleavage of the second strand appears to be aband the cleaved termini undergo strand transfer (J. Sakai and N. K., unpublished data; , double-strand cleavage occurs at each compoforming synaptic complexes on transposon end subnent transposon end .
strates that terminate exactly at base pair 1 of the The uncleaved synaptic complex, the paired ends transposon end, thereby bypassing the requirement for complex (PEC), forms as efficiently with EA292 transpoprior donor cleavage Sakai and sase as with wild-type transposase, either without or N. K., unpublished data; . Wildwith divalent metal ion ( Figure 3A) . The kinetics of comtype and EA292 transposases form synaptic complexes plex formation, monitored at low substrate concentraon precleaved substrate in the absence of divalent metal tion, is also identical in the two cases (data not shown).
ion with identical efficiency ( Figure 3C , lanes 1 and 5 (C) Assay for target capture and strand transfer using a precleaved substrate. Complexes were assembled using the precleaved ends in absence of target DNA and with IHF as accessory factor. Upon addition of target DNA, the complex changes its mobility in the gel (from bottom to top band). Target capture is detected as a labeled band with the size of the supercoiled target DNA (target capture complex) that disappears after phenol extraction. In the presence of target DNA and Mg 2ϩ , wild-type transposase yields a strand transfer product that is detected as a high molecular weight labeled linear fragment (ST). No strand transfer product is observed in the reaction with mutant EA292.
of target DNA (J. Sakai and N. K., unpublished data; number of catalytically functional monomers needed for a particular chemical step of the reaction, regardless of Figure 3C , lane 3). EA292-mediated synaptic complex formed on precleaved ends behaves identically (comthe absolute stoichiometry of protein monomers in the synaptic complex (Baker et al., 1994) . pare lanes 3 and 7 in Figure 3C ). Double end strand transfer of complexes with cleaved Two Models for Donor Cleavage How many monomers are required to carry out doubleends are detected in a wild-type reaction as covalent association of labeled fragment with target DNA. The strand cleavage at both transposon ends? Since the complex contains two transposon ends with nearly idenprotein-DNA strand transfer complex comigrates with supercoiled DNA ( Figure 3C , lane 4); after removal of tical sequences, an even number of transposase monomers likely recognize the two ends equivalently. Two proteins, the labeled product is a linear DNA similar in size to linearized target plasmid ( Figure 3C , lane 11). In simple models can be envisioned ( Figure 4A ). Both models assume that events at the two ends are independent, reactions with EA292 transposase, no strand transfer product is detectable, even after 24 hr of incubation as seems to be the case . Both models also assume that each monomer within the synaptic with Mg 2ϩ ( Figure 3C , lane 14). Noncovalent association of complexes with target DNA is observed instead (Fig- complex has a specific role corresponding to its position within the complex, as in all site-specific recombination ure 3C, lanes 7 and 8).
Incubation of wild-type synaptic complexes with tarand transposition reactions characterized thus far. Model I: one transposase monomer is responsible for get DNA in the absence of divalent metal ion results in the shift of the synaptic complex to a new position in generating one double-strand break at one transposon end. Two monomers with identical function would therethe gel, interpreted as an unfolding of substrate DNA due to titration of IHF out of the complex (J. Sakai and fore suffice for donor cleavage at both ends of the element. N. K., unpublished data). EA292-mediated synaptic complexes undergo this same mobility shift ( Figure 3C , Model II: a single transposase monomer cleaves a single DNA strand at one transposon end. Four monolanes 2 and 6). mers would be required for donor cleavage; also, since the transposon end sequence is asymmetric, the two
Wild-Type Transposase and Mutant EA292 Transposase Mixed in Different Ratios
DNA strands at each end must be recognized by two transposase monomers in two nonequivalent fashions.
Give Characteristic Arrays of Cleavage Products, but No Single-Strand Nicks
These two models predict very different outcomes for reactions containing a mixture of wild-type and catalyReactions carried out with mixtures of wild-type and catalysis-defective mutant transposases can reveal the sis-defective transposases.
complex containing one wild-type and one mutant transposase gives single end break complexes with one end cleaved on both strands and one end uncleaved. In addition, importantly, mixed reactions would not give single-strand nicks: any given end undergoes either double-strand cleavage or no reaction depending upon whether the associated transposase is wild-type or mutant (in the absence of complications due to communication between ends). If two monomers are required to cleave each end, there are 16 different ways of combining mutant and wild-type proteins in the corresponding tetramer ( Figure  4A ). The only complexes in which double-strand breaks would occur at both ends are those containing four wildtype transposases, necessarily a smaller fraction of the total than if one monomer cleaves each end. Furthermore, in this model, many combinations give rise to nicks on one strand.
Alternative models in which transposase monomers are interdependent are considered in the Discussion. Mixing Analysis: Experimental Approach Products obtained in reactions containing mixtures of wild-type and catalysis-defective mutant transposases in different ratios have been analyzed. An important consideration in this analysis was complete and random mixing of the proteins; any bias in oligomerization prior varying proportions depending upon the mixture ( Figure  4B, lanes 2-7) . In all cases, the array of products observed represents the end point of the cleavage process; If one monomer cleaves each end, three outcomes the same array was seen after incubation with Mg 2ϩ are predicted: a synaptic complex containing two wildovernight. type transposases gives double-strand cleavages at
Since SEBs occur specifically in the mixed reactions, both ends; a complex containing two catalysis-defective mutants gives no cleavage at either end; a synaptic synaptic complexes containing wild-type and mutant transposase are formed, and the presence of mutant single-stranded fragment was always less than 0.4% of total component substrate fragment ( Figure 4C ; Table transposase in these complexes can inhibit cleavage of one transposon end.
3); 87 nt single strands arise from contaminating SEB complexes as in fully wild-type reactions. The specific distribution of complexes in a particular reaction is dependent on the ratio of mutant to wildWithin SEB complexes, nicking on the transferred strand is also very rare. Nicks on the transferred strand type protein. At each mixing ratio, the percentage of each complex band relative to the total amount of comwere barely detectable (0.5%-2% of total DNA in complexes; Table 3 ). SEB complexes contain instead one plexes (PEC plus SEB plus DEB) was calculated and the results compared with the percentages predicted by the uncleaved end detected as a 136 nt radiolabeled band and one cleaved end detected as an 87 nt band, as two models presented above (Table 2; Figure 4A ).
DEBs are the most reliable species to measure bethe two fragments always occur in essentially equal amounts ( Figure 4C ). cause they should result exclusively from complexes containing only wild-type transposase and thus are free of any condition that might make mixed complexes beEvery Doubly Cleaved Complex Formed in a Mixed Reaction Undergoes Double End have in unexpected ways. From the percentages of DEBs obtained in mixed reactions, it seems very likely Strand Transfer Mixed reactions can also be used to determine the relathat two monomers are sufficient to produce doublestrand cleavages at both transposon ends: the percenttionship between the monomers that carry out the donor cleavage steps and those that carry out strand transfer. ages of observed DEB complexes, averaged from several experiments, are very close to those expected if Double end cleaved complexes in such reactions arise exclusively from synaptic complexes in which all of the only two monomers are required for cleavage. The correspondence is much poorer to the model in which four monomers required for cleavage are wild type. If strand transfer is carried out by all or a subset of the same monomers are required for cleavage ( Table 2) .
The observed percentages of SEB complexes are unimonomers used for cleavage, then all of these complexes will be capable of undergoing double end strand formly lower, at all mixing ratios, than those predicted by the two monomer model. According to this model, transfer when presented with target DNA. If, in contrast, strand transfer is carried out wholly or partially by mono-SEB complexes arise only from complexes containing one wild-type monomer and one mutant monomer. mers whose catalytic activity was not required for cleavage, then only a subset of double end-cleaved comThus, the deficit of SEB complexes is simply explained if cleavage by the wild-type monomer is occasionally plexes will be capable of double end strand transfer, and many such complexes should undergo single end inhibited when mixed with the mutant. When compared with the four monomer model, the observed SEB level strand transfer instead. A particularly relevant possibility is that two monois sometimes higher (first four ratios) and sometimes lower (last three ratios) than that predicted. This pattern mers catalyze cleavage (above) and two entirely different monomers catalyze strand transfer, as proposed for is difficult to explain in a simple manner.
Analysis of Single-Strand Nicking
Mu (Baker et al., 1993 (Baker et al., , 1994 . In such a case, in a mixed reaction containing equal proportions of wild-type and in Mixed Reactions PEC and SEB complexes formed in mixed reactions mutant transposase, one quarter of all double endcleaved complexes would carry out double end strand were examined for the presence of single-strand nicks as described above. The level of nicking was extremely transfer, half would carry out single end strand transfer (one quarter at each end), and the remaining quarter low in every reaction product examined, which provides strong qualitative evidence against the four monomer would carry out target capture but not strand transfer. for 8 hr in the presence of Mg 2ϩ ( Figure 5B ). Supercoiled In all mixed reactions, only double end strand transfer target DNA was then added to the reaction, which was was observed; single end strand transfer products were incubated for an additional 24 hr and then analyzed not detected (<0.5% of wild-type strand transfer; Figure  for products diagnostic of strand transfer. Double end 5A). Moreover, the level of DEB complexes as observed strand transfer results in a labeled linear product while in retardation gels prior to target DNA addition and the single end strand transfer gives a labeled nicked circular level of double end strand transfer observed after target product (Figure 2 Correspondingly, at all mixing ratios tested, DEBs are present at much lower levels after target DNA addition than before ( Figures 5B and 5C ). PEC and SEB complexes, in contrast, are still present at high levels because these complexes are not proficient for target association or subsequent strand transfer.
Mixed Reactions Yield Single End Strand Transfers with Precleaved Substrates
To confirm that the absence of single end strand transfer in mixed reactions reflects a requirement for prior involvement of relevant transposase monomers in cleavage, mixtures of mutant and wild-type protein were used carried out with full-length substrate fragments is not with an extended separation between the final D and E residues. The current findings are in line with and further extend the notion that each member of the transposase/retroviral integrase family of proteins has one flexible and versatile active site that can carry out different phosphoryl transfer reactions at each step of the transposition process. A single active site that accomodates both transferred strand nicking and strand transfer is proposed for the Mu and HIV reactions (Mizuuchi and Adzuma, 1991; Engelman et al., 1991) . Nicking and strand transfer are both phosphoryltransfer reactions in which the bond to be cleaved must be labilized; for nicking, the nucleophile is water; for strand transfer, the nucleophile is the 3Ј-OH group generated by nicking.
For Tn10, a single type of active site appears to carry The fractions of double end-cleaved and single endeffects on assembly or structural transitions of the synaptic complex: mutations DA97, DA161, RA288, and cleaved complexes do not correspond well to those predicted by this model; furthermore, this model pre-EA292 block nicking of the transferred strand, nicking of the nontransferred strand on a substrate prenicked on dicts a high level of single-strand nicks in mixed reactions and none are observed. the transferred strand, and strand transfer by a substrate precleaved on both strands. However, none of the four Results identical to those observed also could be obtained by any model in which two monomers behave as mutations affects synaptic complex formation on any type of substrate, the ability of the synaptic complex to a single inextricably coupled unit. In one such model, transposase exists preferentially undergo a conformation change as a consequence of target DNA addition, or the efficiency of noncovalent as a dimer, and wild-type and mutant transposases preferentially renature into homodimers during the renatutarget capture, a process likely to involve a conformational change in the synaptic complex following ends ration step used to produce protein mixtures. This possibility has not been examined directly, and thus still cleavage.
The simplest interpretation of these observations is merits some concern, but we think it is unlikely: since the observed frequency of double end break complexes that the four corresponding amino acids occur in close spatial proximity as an important component of the accorresponds so closely to that predicted by the two monomer model, preferential homodimerization would tive site of the transposase for chemical catalysis and that this same active site constellation is used for catalyhave to be almost absolute.
In a second such model, transposase monomers assis of all three chemical reactions of transposition. Consistent with this view, all four mutations affect residues semble randomly into the synaptic complex, but a mutant monomer can be rescued by a wild-type monomer that are highly conserved among a set of related IS10 transposases and are embedded within patches that via a pairwise interaction within the complex. This scenario seems unlikely because it is restricted by several exhibit significant overall amino acid sequence conservation (see legend to Figure 1) . Three of the four mutaadditional conditions. Since SEB complexes are observed in mixed reactions, the mutant is not rescued tions are acidic residues and thus probably comprise a DD35E motif analogous to that observed in other transwhen wild-type and mutant proteins act on different transposon ends. Given the observed proportions of posases (reviewed by Grindley and Leschziner, 1995) SEB and DEB complexes, this scenario requires that subsequently undergoing strand transfer at the two only certain combinations of wild-type and mutant moends. We conclude that some or all of the monomers nomers give double end break complexes; in particular, that catalyze excision then subsequently catalyze strand double-strand breaks should be produced when the transfer. wild-type monomer cleaves the transferred strand and Caution must be used in interpreting experiments with the mutant is rescued for cleavage of the nontransferred mutant transposases because such proteins could bestrand. Since identical results are obtained with both have in unexpected ways. Our conclusions, however, EA292 and DA161 transposases, rescue is not allele are based primarily upon the proportion of complexes specific.
that undergo complete cleavage and complete strand A third model, that a wild-type monomer is inhibited transfer. Thus, misinterpretation due to instability of infor cleavage by the presence of a mutant monomer, termediate species, e.g., single end-cleaved complexes could explain the absence of nicks in mixed reactions.
or single end strand transferred complexes, is avoided. However, this hypothesis is not tenable: since nicked complexes run at the same position in the gel as uncleaved complexes, this model predicts the same distribu-A Single Active Site on a Single Monomer tion of complexes as the simple four-monomer model Should Catalyze Successively Each of the ( Figure 3A) .
Three Chemical Steps of Transposition An additional possibility is that each active site unit is
The considerations presented in the previous sections composed of residues from two transposase monomers suggest that a single constellation of residues within (e.g., Chen et al., 1992) . In Tn10, however, we have oba single transposase monomer sequentially catalyzes served that a pair of catalysis-defective mutant transpoeach of the three chemical reactions at a single transposases do not complement each other when mixed in the son end. transposition reaction (data not shown), suggesting that Thus, the active site undergoes reorganization bethe catalytical residues identified in the present study tween first and second strand cleavage (above) but also, compose a single active site unit wholly contained within following double-strand cleavage at the transposon end, a single monomer.
the active site now accomodates target DNA to perform A final alternative involves two catalytic monomers, the joining reaction. In essence, target DNA must come but each monomer cuts one strand at one end and the to occupy the site previously occupied by flanking donor other strand at the other end. This model predicts the DNA. Consistent with and suggestive of this possibility nicking in synaptic complexes containing one mutant is the fact that stable noncovalent association of the and one wild-type monomer, but nicks are not seen.
synaptic complex with target DNA absolutely requires The observations presented therefore suggest that a double strand cleavage at both transposon ends (J. Sasingle active site unit catalyzes the sequential cleavage kai and N. K., unpublished data). Two other observations of the two strands at a single transposon end. For sucare also consistent with the possibility that a single divacessive positioning of two strands of different polarities lent metal-binding pocket is involved in seeing both in the same catalytic pocket, substantial reorganization transposon end sequences and target DNA: first, Mn 2ϩ of the active site must occur between the first and secboth impedes second strand cleavage and relaxes the ond strand cleavages. The occurrence of such reorganispecificity of target site selection during strand transfer; zation is supported by the identification of transposase second, certain mutant transposases exhibit both an mutants that block the reaction subsequent to nicking increased requirement for Mg 2ϩ during cleavage and of the transferred strand, apparently by blocking a strucrelaxed target site selection during strand transfer (M. tural transition of transposase (Bolland and Kleckner, Junop and D. Haniford, personal communication). 1995) . Interestingly, two such mutations, AV162 and This hypothesis for Tn10 transposition is qualitatively MI289, lie immediately adjacent to catalysis-defective different from that proposed for Mu transposition. For mutations DA161 and RA288.
Mu, the synaptic complex contains four transposase The hypothesis that a single active site in a single monomers, and pioneering analysis has led to the propprotein monomer cleaves two DNA strands may seem osition that two monomers in the tetramer catalyze unusual. Most double-strand endonucleases work as cleavage, while two different monomers catalyze strand dimers, with one monomer recognizing each strand in transfer (Baker et al., 1993 (Baker et al., , 1994 . In such a model, the symmetric fashion. IS10 is different from such enzymes, transposon ends must move from the active site within however, because the transposon end sequence to the monomer that performs the cleavage reaction to the which it binds is asymmetric, and cleavage of the two active site within a different monomer that performs strands occurs to one side of this binding site. Transpostrand transfer, in contrast with the Tn10/IS10 mechasase is thus analogous to type IIS restriction enzymes, nism proposed above. Thus, even among related transwhich cleave to one side of an asymmetric sequence.
posable elements, alternative organizations of catalytic One such enzyme, FokI, is proposed to use a single monomers within the synaptic complex are possible. active site in a single monomer to cleave both DNA strands (Waugh and Sauer, 1993 In some cases, stabilization of leaving groups and actitransformed into NK8034(NK1275) (Haniford et al., 1989) . Colonies vation of nucleophiles is proposed to be mediated by containing pNK2853 (wild-type transposase) typically gave 100-200 metal ions rather than (or in addition to) functional papillae per colony after 4 days; colonies containing the catalysisgroups of the enzyme (Cech et al., 1992; Piccirilli et al., defective mutants yielded no papillae after 7 days.
1993; Beese and Steitz, 1991) . A particular two metal ion mechanism has been pro- for how a single active site in IS10 transposase might purified as described by Chalmers and Kleckner (1994) . Other mutant proteins were purified on a small scale (Bolland and Kleckner, first catalyze nicking of the transferred strand and then, 1995). IHF was obtained as in . Protein concentrain a second step, utilize the 3Ј-OH generated by that tions were measured by Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay (Pierce).
nick as the nucleophile for strand transfer.
Elution of Transposase Protein from SDS-PAGE
Additional features must be added to this mechanism,
We loaded 15 g of purified transposase (wild-type, mutant EA292, however, to account for cleavage of the nontransferred or mixtures of both at various ratios) onto a 12% SDS-PAGE and strand. Two general types of modifications can be envi- of mutant monomers in the particular combination. For Table 2 , the predicted percentage of each type of complex was determined by Experimental Procedures calculating the probability of obtaining each of the possible combinations and adding up those that give the same type of complex. For Table 3 , the predicted percentage of nicks on the transferred Mutagenesis strand was calculated by adding up the probability of combinations Site-directed oligonucleotide mutagenesis (Kunkel, 1985) utilized expected to give nicks, as presented in Figure 4A . Single endsingle-stranded DNAs of pDH10 (Haniford et al., 1989) or pNK2853 nicked complexes (single plus sign in Figure 4A ) were considered (Haniford et al., 1991) as substrate. Occurrence of each single base change was confirmed by sequencing and subcloning.
to contribute with half of the ends.
